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Motivation

Complexities such as repetitive sequences and sequencing errors can create branches and cycles in assembly graphs. These graphs thus often require manual examination after their generation to resolve ambiguous connections and correct assembly errors [6]. This has brought about the need for tools that can visualize assembly graphs effectively, displaying relevant biological metadata and graph structural information alike in a readily accessible manner. Furthermore, there is a documented dearth of hierarchical visualization tools that allow the user to navigate “from the large structure down to the base level [of the assembly graph]” [4].

To fulfill this need we present MetagenomeScope, an interactive web-based tool for the visualization of assembly graphs. MetagenomeScope contains a number of features intended to aid bioinformaticians in exploratory analysis of these graphs at both coarse and fine levels of complexity.

Implementation and Availability

MetagenomeScope is composed of two software components—a preprocessing script (written in Python and C++) and a client-side viewer interface. The preprocessing script takes an assembly graph file as input and performs layout on its connected components using Graphviz’ [1] dot fit and (for portions of the SPQR decomposition mode) sgraph layout tools, generating a SQLite3 database file that can be loaded in the viewer interface. The viewer interface uses Cytovue.js [2] to visualize these graphs accordingly. Although MetagenomeScope was designed to be useful in a metagenomic context, the tool can also be used to visualize single-genome assembly graphs.

MetagenomeScope is licensed under the GNU Public License; version 3.0. Its code is publicly available on GitHub at https://github.com/marbl/MetagenomeScope.

Related Work

In view of previous efforts to visualize assembly graphs, there is a need for tools that can visualize assembly graphs effectively, displaying relevant biological metadata and graph structural information alike in a readily accessible manner. Furthermore, there is a documented dearth of hierarchical visualization tools that allow the user to navigate “from the large structure down to the base level [of the assembly graph]” [4].

Future Work

• Parallelizing layout operations across connected/biconnected components
• Using tree maps to indicate relative sizes of connected components
• Further utilizing SPQR tree decompositions to purposefully decompose regions of the graph spanning large horizontal distances in a linearized layout
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Figure 1: Seventeenth largest connected component of a human metagenome assembly graph (accession ID SRS049959), visualized in MetagenomeScope. Gray pentagons represent contigs; fragments of DNA paired together by an assembler, edges correspond to overlaps between contigs.

Figure 2: Screenshots of a SPQR tree visualized in MetagenomeScope’s “explicit” SPQR tree decomposition mode, in various states of collapsedness. Fig. 4a shows the tree as it is displayed upon first being drawn, collapsed to its root metanode. Each additional uncollapsing operation reveals further information in the tree, indicating paths through the underlying biconnected component structure in increasing levels of detail. The graph shown here was taken from the “explicit” SPQR tree decomposition mode visualization of Fig. 6a after its root metanode was uncollapsed. Each additional uncollapsing operation reveals further information in the tree, including paths through the underlying bi-connected component structure in increasing levels of detail. The graph shown here was taken from the graph shown in Fig. 6a after its root metanode was uncollapsed.

Figure 3: Screenshots of MetagenomeScope’s standard mode, focused on another region of the SRS049959 graph. From a biological perspective, the intersecting paths through this region of the graph might indicate variation between two otherwise similar DNA samples contained in this metagenome.

Figure 4: Screenshots of a SPQR tree visualized in MetagenomeScope’s “standard mode” of the SRS049959 graphs. As demonstrated in Fig. 4a, structural pattern collapsing can significantly reduce the visual complexity of the display, thus simplifying manual analysis.

Figure 5: Region of a biofilm assembly graph visualized in MetagenomeScope. Contigs contained within a selected scaffold are colored darker than other contigs to indicate their selection status.
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SPQR tree mode

(a) Fully collapsed SPQR tree.
(b) Partially collapsed SPQR tree.
(c) Fully uncollapsed SPQR tree.
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